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A fine initiative but is there a problem ?
‘Lo and Behold’, shown above, was
meant to be a talking point and has certainly succeeded in this! A continuing
temporary display of modern sculpture,
on the model of the ‘fourth plinth’ in
Trafalgar Square, would extend Chichester’s reputation for patronage of the
arts and attract visitors. So we support
the idea in principle.

warning, from a supporter of the City
Centre Partnership as part of their establishment of a Business Improvement District (BID) for Chichester’s
continuing prosperity (see page 3).

However, if artworks are to be placed
in such a prominent location they need
proper consideration to command support – and placed, too, on a plinth
which has an air of permanence that
would be less liable to the regrettable
vandalism and graffiti illustrated.

But an effective BID implies partnership and that means consulting Cicestrians. Whose permission was sought
and given for this most sensitive part
of the conservation area? In future,
scrutiny by a small group representing
Cathedral, the BID and residents’ interests would be welcome. Even if
some of their decisions proved controversial there would be an assurance of
participation.

The present sculpture appeared without

Richard Childs, Chairman
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We’d like to see it happen ...
Clockwatching
Lewis Carroll pointed out that a watch which had
stopped was better than one that lost time, as at
least it would be right twice a day. But the landlords of the Shippam site do even better as their
clock is right four times a day! The photographs,
one from the east and one from the west, were taken at 2.30 pm.
Your committee has also been chasing up the reinstallation of the historic wishbone, too. So far
we have promises, and hope these will be translated into action.

Watersplashes
It’s winter, and it’s raining . Now that the Highways Agency has
acknowledged that the A27 doesn’t drain properly, could WSCC
Highways please copy, and do something about the city streets?
Chapel Street has been fixed, but Broyle Road and elsewhere
continue to be a problem.
Left: Broyle
Road - a ‘pond’
which is a long
-standing nuisance to traffic
Right: Chapel
Street - now
fixed 4 months
after first being
reported

One cheer only ...
The Prebendal School car park
in Westgate Fields generated
much controversy at the planning stage. Our photo shows that
the School have created an attractive car park, and that worries about over-use by parents
have been taken into account.
But what about these two vehicles parked at 2.30 pm? Wasn’t
the planning condition limited to
match days?

Anthony Quail &
David Wilson
Registered Charity No. 268055
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The Novium - what next?
Time for fitting out
Like it or loathe it, the exterior of
the new Museum is now complete,
and attention is now concentrated
on fitting out, ready to open in late
Spring 2012. The new building is
modern, spacious, practical and
flexible, and the spaces will be
used to their maximum potential.
There will now be room to show
off many of the thousands of objects in the collection for which
there was previously no space. Before this, however, there is a mammoth job of packing, indexing and
conserving all as part of the move.
Over the next few months museum
staff and exhibition contractors
will work with fit-out contractors
and showcase specialists on the
exhibition spaces within the building. These exhibition spaces will
be professionally designed to display objects from the Museum’s
vast geology, archaeology and
The article on the new Chichester Museum
(the 'Novium') in the last issue was inadvertently given the byline 'Horatius' but should
have been credited to Tim Hudson. We are
happy to make this correction.

social history collections and will
tell the District’s story in new,
exciting and interactive ways.

Unexpected Problems
How do you get a complete jail
door down from the 2nd storey?
(and how did it get up there?)
What about de-woodworming the
stocks? (A man puts it in the back
of his special van and they’re all
dead in the morning!)

Roman Chichester
In addition to the new exhibition
spaces visitors will be able to
view the remains of a bath-house
that dates from the 1st century AD
and once formed part of the Roman city of Noviomagus Regni.
The remains were originally discovered on the site during excavations in the 1970s and reexcavated earlier this year under
the cover of the new building. To
ensure the preservation of the
bathhouse remains, and any other
archaeology below the building,
The Novium has been built on
piles, rather than foundations.

More facilities
Extra facilities are incorporated
into its design and will allow the
museum service to expand its services - many of these functions
were squeezed into the attics of
the old building in Little London!
These include dedicated rooms for
learning, research and storage as
well as a library and shop. The
move of the Tourist Information
Centre to the Novium should be of
mutual benefit to both.

Tracey Clark, Novium
Manager for CDC

City businesses say ‘yes’ to £1.3 million investment
City businesses gave a massive
boost to Chichester on Monday 31
October, when they voted in favour of becoming a Business Improvement District (BID). Almost
three-quarters (73%) of businesses
voted in favour, collectively representing 84% of the rateable value.

£1.3 million to invest
City businesses will now pay 1%
of their rateable value towards the
scheme. This will generate around
£1.3m over the next five years to
invest in the city. From April 1st it
will deliver projects and initiatives
that will benefit local businesses
ISSUE NUMBER 171 ~ DECEMBER 2011

and boost the local economy. The
experience of other towns and cities suggest that a BID can make a
real difference to local prosperity.

A Positive Message
“We are thrilled with the result
and want to thank local businesses
for voting ‘yes’,” says Andrew
Finnamore, Chairman of Chichester’s City Centre Partnership.
“This vote sends out a positive
message that businesses in the
City want to work in partnership
to fund additional projects and initiatives, despite the current economic challenges.”

In the Society’s View ...









Christmas Lights - good!
Fewer shops empty - good!
Special markets and other
events - good!
Smarter paintwork on street
furniture - good!
Better signs for side streets
and their businesses - good!
Control of A-boards - good!
Repairing the paving - we
hope!
Public Art - we will be
watching!
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Civil War over Westgate Fields Fifty Years Ago
Richard Childs unearths the story behind the development of Westgate Fields
Council. He stated that the Council’s plans were in essence threefold: to put an inner ring road
across the fields; to erect a College of Further Education and a
Secondary Modern School; and to
provide open space for public enjoyment from the rest of the land.
To achieve this, the Council had
the following requirements. Of the
total 64 acres that comprised
Westgate Fields, 2 acres were required for the ring road; 38 acres
for the school and college (of
which 2 acres were needed for the
buildings); and 24 acres would
remain open space.

Looking across Westgate Fields in 1960
(courtesy West Sussex Record Office)

Last year while undertaking some
research on the building of the
Chichester College of Further Education my interest was piqued by
the Proceedings of the 1957 Public Inquiry into Westgate Fields,
the subject of which, in part, related to the site of the College.

Famous Names
In particular I was fascinated to
note that the two barristers, who
acted as counsel for the opposing
sides, were none other than Mr
Scarman (later Lord Scarman,
Lord Justice of Appeal and Chairman of the Inquiry into the Brixton Riots) and Mr Widgery (later
Lord Widgery, Lord Chief Justice,
who presided over the Tribunal
into the events of Bloody Sunday). Scarman had only recently
been appointed a QC and Widgery
was to be appointed as such the
following year, so it’s interesting
Registered Charity No. 268055

to contemplate them exercising
their adversarial skills in Chichester.
The saga of Westgate Fields dates
at least from 1952 with the first
public inquiry into the County
Council’s Development Plan,
which included a Ring Road
through the Fields and the building of a school. This seemingly
raised little opposition at the time.
However, by 1957 opposition to
the County Council’s proposals
came from many quarters.
The inquiry was held on the 8th &
9th October 1957 at County Hall,
Chichester before Mr J.D. Hossack, an Inspector for the Ministry
of Housing and Local Government.

The Case For a Ring Road
Mr Scarman as counsel was invited to put the case for the County
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The ring road was needed to relieve the increasing traffic congestion in the city centre at the Market Cross. The college and school
were needed to meet current educational demand and in this respect the question was fundamentally whether or not this was the
right site. The open space proposal was designed to address
concerns regarding the view of the
Cathedral from the Fields. Scarman argued that the creation of a
ring road would actually open up
the view to more people than hitherto, thus providing a greater
amenity.

WSCC’s View
During the first day’s proceedings
six witnesses gave their evidence.
John Jefferson, the County Planning Officer, gave evidence for
three hours. He asserted that there
would be no alteration to the character of the part of the Fields surrounding the Cathedral as they
would still be open space and
playing fields. He concluded, “If
the proposals come to fruition, the
beauty of the meadows will be
enjoyed by thousands of citizens
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compared with a mere handful at
present.” With regard to suggested
alternative sites for the proposed
college and school he dismissed
the Barracks as too far away and
Kingsham by the canal as rather
scruffy.
Frank Steele, the County Architect, in describing the proposed
college’s position, stressed, “It
will provide minimum obstruction
of the Cathedral and City Walls
while retaining reasonable accessibility to the railway station and
the bus station.”
Arthur Floyd, the County Surveyor, highlighted in his evidence, the
relief the ring road would make in
reducing the number of buses per
hour having to negotiate the Market Cross. This would be achieved
without any hardship to passengers.

The Opposition View
In contrast to the officers and
members of the Council who gave
evidence, the opposition was more
diverse. Mrs M. Mathieson, who
represented The Counter-Attack
Bureau, organised by the Chichester Observer and the Architectural
Review, stated that, “Chichester is
the only Cathedral City in England where the countryside still
extends right up to the mediaeval
walls and the Cathedral and its
precincts, far more dramatically
than at Salisbury or Wells.”
This view was echoed by Betty
Murray, the Principal of Bishop
Otter College, representing the
Sussex Archaeological Society,
who whilst not unsympathetic to
the Council’s problems, also believed that alone in Chichester
was it possible to appreciate the
purpose and scale of the mediaeval walls. They would be dwarfed
by the college and compete with
the massiveness of the Cathedral.
Perhaps the case for Westgate
ISSUE NUMBER 171 ~ DECEMBER 2011

Looking across Westgate Fields from the same point in 2011
Fields was put most eloquently by
Dr Thomas Sharp, author of Georgian City. “From Westgate Fields
one looks across the perfectly ordinary pastures where sheep and
cattle graze. Then one sees the old
City wall rising in a sharp clear
line. Then the roofs of a few
buildings associated with the Cathedral. Then the great length of
the Cathedral, and its towering
spire, riding over them all. I cannot recall any other instance of
exactly this kind of scene among
English cathedral cities.”

The Cathedral Divided
Both Bishop George Bell and
Dean Walter Hussey appeared for
the opposition. The former saying
that, “If the Fields go, something
irreplaceable will be lost to the
City and nation”, the latter stating,
“They are a very rare and beautiful historic feature worth preserving at a great deal of cost.”
However, there was not unanimity
in the cloisters as Canon BrowneWilkinson, the Precentor, (in what

these days might be considered a
career limiting move), contradicted his Bishop and Dean when he
stated, “They have long since
ceased to be meadows and are
now so many acres of thistles.”
Furthermore he added, “We have
heard a lot about buildings and
fields. Let’s talk a bit about human beings. We don’t want them
to cross dangerous roads. It’s impossible to find another site for
children who are to use the secondary school which will not involve going through the already
greatly overcrowded streets.”

More Enquiries
After two days the Public Inquiry
closed and the Inspector went
back to Whitehall to consider his
recommendation. In a judgement
of classic governmental perversity, the Minster of Housing and
Local Government approved the
building of the college, (though
not the school), but announced a

Member of the Historic Towns Forum
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The Red Phone Box - Decline of a National Icon
John Templeton hopes to revive our local boxes for the 2012 Queen’s Jubilee
The iconic K6
The familiar red phone box began
life in the 1920s. But it was not
until Giles Gilbert-Scott designed
the K6 (Kiosk 6) to mark the
Silver Jubilee of King George V
that the phone box became a national icon. By 1980 there were
some 70,000 across the country.
However, from the 1990s they
have steadily been replaced by
modern easy-to-clean models
with flat sides, suitable for plastic
advertisements which bring revenue to BT. Many K6 boxes within
conservation areas have been given protected status as Grade II
Buildings of Architectural or
Historic Interest.

Our Local examples
Within Chichester's conservation
area there is just one K6 box, at
Westgate, which although listed
Grade II is in a poor condition

and out of use. Noting that more
than half the panes of glass were
missing, we informed CDC's enforcement section who ordered
BT to replace the glass which
with some reluctance they eventually did. Our calls to BT to restore the telephone service remain
unheeded.
Elsewhere across the City there
are three K6 boxes: Outside the
Ridgeway shopping parade in
Sherbourne Road, in Whyke
Road and in Stockbridge Road.
All are shabby, unlisted and out
of use. In the city centre there are
a number of modern BT phone
boxes in use but plastered with
plastic advertisements which detract from the appearance of the
conservation area.

Adopt a phone box?
BT is aware that their iconic red
phone boxes arouse strong emotions. Some years ago BT introduced a scheme of adoption of an
out-of-use box by the local council who for the sum of only £1
may purchase an empty box for
their own use. There is also
sponsorship whereby BT will
maintain the telephone provided
the local council pays them
£700 p.a. The K6 phone box in
the village of Stedham near Midhurst has been adopted by the
parish council who use it to display leaflets about local walks
and places of tourist interest.
However, as far as I know, no

box has been sponsored by any
local council nearer Chichester.
This is by no means purely a local
issue. Across GB, in town and
country and even in London's
West End, K6 boxes are rarely
ever repainted or cleaned. Many
have missing panes of glass.
Many are permanently out of use,
yet the word 'TELEPHONE' still
appears above the door. Anyone
needing to make an urgent phone
call has no indication whether the
phone box still works.

A Jubilee initiative?
The Queen's Diamond Jubilee
will be celebrated in 2012. BT's
ancestors celebrated King George
V's Jubilee by introducing the K6
phone box. They should be challenged to celebrate the Queen's
Jubilee by refurbishing all remaining K6 phone boxes, whether listed or not. If they are not viable in situ, they should be relocated to replace modern boxes
such as those currently defacing
Chichester's city centre. The resulting goodwill towards BT
would help to compensate for the
loss of advertising revenue.

Left: Chichester’s K6, now finally repaired (the top pane reading
‘TELEPHONE’ has been put
back since the photo was taken).
Right: A couple of new style
phone boxes in North Pallant,
with ‘plastic advertisements’.
Registered Charity No. 268055
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Litterbugs are the bane of my life, says Cicestrian!
Chichester District Council staff
do a pretty good job in keeping
city streets and parks clear of litter. But theirs is a labour of Sisyphus - a never-ending treadmill of
a job. And just as Sisyphus struggled through eternity to roll his
boulder to the top of the hill, only
to watch it roll back down again,
the litter gatherers know that however much they pick up there'll be
more waiting for them the day after and the day after that.

Black spots
The city is copiously supplied
with bins, so why are there so
many anti-social individuals ready
to throw down a beer-can or a
sandwich wrapper on the ground a
few yards away from one of them?
I imagine a lot of local people will
have a view on which are the
worst local black spots. One of
mine is the cathedral green, where
on a fine day, and often during a
summer evening, the al fresco diners will leave copious quantities of
litter strewn across the neatly
mown grass, regardless of the bins
which surround them. Another is
the Roman Amphitheatre, again a
favourite target for the litter-bugs,
particularly the drinkers, but the
eaters as well, any time of day or
night.

Schools
But I am always particularly irritated by locations next to the main
entrance at our various schools.
On almost any weekday during
term time, these grassed areas of
ground are a sea of empty crisp
packets, fast food containers,
wrappings, cans, cigarette packets,
etc etc. Litter bins are not far
away. I presume the litter is left by
sixth-formers, who are able to
wander outside school, unlike
their uniformed younger fellow
students. Many are often seen sitting around on the grass, socialising. Surely the school should at
least try to awaken some sort of
social conscience in these teenagers? Admittedly, they are not
actually on school premises, but
the mess they create just outside
the entrance hardly creates a very
good message to the many members of the public who walk or
cycle past the school entrance.

Is there a solution?
What is the answer to what
appears to be a worsening problem? Littering is an offence, but
the police would argue they have
far higher priorities, particularly
with the prospect of budget cuts

Litter from School A and from
School B. To save their blushes,
we’ve held back their names!
and reduced manpower. A good
solution might be to bring out the
old stocks housed at the district
museum, and stick one or two offenders in them in front of the City
Cross, with a large container of
litter for passers-by to pelt them
with.
This is pie in the sky of course,
but maybe some sort of initiative
is possible, perhaps involving
community wardens or police
community support officers, who
could remonstrate with the culprits
and try to embarrass or cajole
them into compliance, by appealing to their better natures - if any!
But it really is a pity we can't have
one or two well-publicised prosecutions now and then. This would
be a significant deterrent. Punishments should not be fines but an
hour or two of community work which would, of course, involve
picking up litter.

Chichester District Council workman searching out litter
ISSUE NUMBER 171 ~ DECEMBER 2011
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The Southern Gateway Residents Association
Alan Green, Chairman of the SGRA, ponders on how much development the area can stand

A mixed area
As its title suggests, the Southern
Gateway Residents’ Association
(SGRA) represents the interests of
those living around the southern
approach to the city, namely
Stockbridge Road between the
railway and the A27 and the roads
off it – Basin Road, Canal Wharf,
Canal Place, South Bank and
Kings Avenue. It is home to some
450 souls ranging from young
families to retired people, many
of the latter living in the four
blocks of retirement homes in
Stockbridge Road. In Canal Place
there are three blocks of flats
managed by Hyde Martlet, again
housing a wide age range.

The Canal and a Scandal
The defining feature of the area is
the canal, which effectively provides the village green, an amazing piece of rus in urbe, just a few
minutes from the town centre. Regrettably the Section 106 monies
from the Chichester Gate development, earmarked for the canal,
had to be paid back to the developer since they had not been spent
in time, as was exposed in The
Chichester Observer. It is hoped
that the S106 monies from the

Chichester Gate viewed from Stockbridge Road.
Is this architecture worthy of the southern gateway to the city?
Linden Homes development will
be better spent in enhancing the
public realm at the basin.

Appropriate Development?
The Southern Gateway Residents’
Association was formed to address concerns about the increasing amount of redevelopment that
was being planned for the area,
redevelopment which was not
necessarily going to improve the
lot of those living there. However,
there was – and probably still is –
a misconception amongst developers and planners that this area is
more industrial than residential,

and therefore ripe for any sort of
redevelopment. In this they are
wrong and part of the reason for
this misconception may be the
Terminus Road Industrial Estate.
Since 2000 there has been a continuous stream of redevelopment
in this small area on no fewer than
ten sites, and at the time of writing three are being worked on
simultaneously- is it any wonder
that the residents feel more than a
little beleaguered?

The School Site
After Chichester High School for
Girls moved to its Kingsham campus, West Sussex County Council
sold the playing field for the development of the Chichester Gate
leisure complex. Of all the developments this is the one that has
had the most detrimental effect
upon the Southern Gateway area
since it opened in May 2003. Its
planning application in 1998 paid
scant heed to the fact that the
complex, with a high number of
The massive Wiley building dominates the view and towers above
the houses that abut it.

Registered Charity No. 268055
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licensed outlets was to be built in
a residential area, and right opposite three blocks of retirement
homes. However, although the
opening hours are restricted, residents still suffer from disturbance
and drunken behaviour from its
patrons.

Office Towers
In 2001 construction began on a
massive office block on former
railway land facing onto Stockbridge Road for Wiley the publisher. Criticised at the time for
being way out of scale (it was described by the Chichester Society
as better suited to East Croydon
than Chichester) it towers over the
houses in Canal Place. Although
the tree planting has now matured
and provides a measure of screening from the houses, you cannot
fail to notice its looming presence.

The Osborne Site
Planning permission was granted
in 2007 for a total of 86 dwellings
on the former Osborne site, next
to the canal basin and extending

southwards along the west bank of
the canal. This development is
being taken forward by Linden
Homes. Objections to the removal
of the superb mature trees that
screened the site from the canal
were overturned by planners and
they were cut down this year –
compromising the rus in urbe effect, but replacements have been
promised. The development is
named Reflections which has no
local or historical significance, but
happily the City Council elected
to name its main thoroughfare
John Rennie Road in honour of
the canal’s engineer. Construction
is currently in progress and the
emerging buildings are very tall;
their height, which was approved
by the planners, does not comply
with the recommendations of the
District Council’s Southern Gateway Plan!

Student Flats
The southern end of the Girls’
High School site was also sold by
the County Council and planning
permission was granted in 2005 to
build 99 dwellings on the site,

Student flats under construction
some of which would be inside
the Edwardian school building.
Later the developer made a parallel application to build 321 student flats on the site, which had
the potential to bring even more
night-time disturbance to the area.
This prompted a campaign, using
evidence from other towns where
such developments in residential
areas were causing hardship to
residents, resulting in its being
twice refused by the planning
Continued on page 19

(Left) The Linden Homes development overshadowing the canal basin in October 2011. The main block is
on a massive scale and another block, one floor lower, is to be built in front of it.
(Right) The lone survivors of the trees which gave shade on the canal banks.
ISSUE NUMBER 171 ~ DECEMBER 2011
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A fantastic fifty years: now for the next fifty!
Jonathan Church, Artistic Director at the Chichester Festival Theatre, was
the guest speaker at this October’s AGM. Sarah Quail reports.
Addressing some eighty members
of the Chichester Society in the
Assembly Rooms after our AGM
on 12 October 2011, Jonathan
Church gave a lively and succinct
account of current plans to restore
the fabric and infrastructure of the
present building.

Fifty Years On
Apparently, the story goes that
Tyrone Guthrie was put up for the
Stratford Ontario job by Laurence
Olivier – and got his own back by
suggesting that Olivier was the
man for Chichester. Whether true
or not, Olivier and the directors
who succeeded him, and the hundreds of actors, backstage crew,
and front of house people who
were Chichester Festival Theatre,
have given us fifty exhilarating
years on the south coast, culminating in 2010 and 2011 in two of
the most successful seasons ever.

The years take their toll
However those fifty years have
taken their toll on a structure de-

As a rebuilt theatre might look, coming from the Northgate Car Park
signed and built for a very limited
summer season of only seven
weeks. It is open today for at least
ten months of the year! Powell
and Moya’s original building did
not even have any serious backstage provision. There was no
storage, and nor even any bars! It
is Grade II* listed but the original
iconic design has been obliterated
by subsequent necessary but not
particularly lovely developments.
In addition some of the concrete
on the original external envelope
is exploding now, the building is

no longer compliant with much
recent legislation, and boilers, lavatory accommodation and much
else, all now need replacing.

Scheme to refurbish and
make fit for purpose
‘What better way’, Jonathan
Church suggested, ‘to celebrate
the theatre’s fiftieth anniversary
than to launch a scheme to make
the theatre fit for purpose for another fifty years?’ To this end, the
trustees have commissioned architects Haworth Tompkins who have
a distinguished track record in this
sector to carry out an analysis and
come up with recommendations.
Briefly, Powell and Moya’s original scheme and, most importantly,
the stage and auditorium, ‘the sacred space’, as Jonathan Church
described it, would be preserved
and the excrescences of the last
fifty years removed.

Specific Proposals

Architects’ concept sketch - view from South
Registered Charity No. 268055
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A new block built behind the stage
would provide compliant backstage and dressing room accommodation, storage space, office
space, new lavatory accommodation for audiences and box office
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facilities. The present foyers
would be reconfigured to provide
attractive café and bar spaces
overlooking Oaklands Park. There
are also plans to improve the landscape abutting the new theatre
complex with more trees and less
tarmac!

Costings and timetable
Jonathan Church admitted that this
is probably not an ideal time to
launch such a scheme, which has
been costed at roughly £20 million. If the planning application is
successful, the trustees propose to
go public with their fundraising
ambitions in Spring 2012, and if
all goes according to plan, they
hope to have builders on site a
year later. There will be no disruption to theatre programming. The
Minerva will continue business as
usual and there is a scheme afoot
to put up a ‘Big Top’ in Oaklands
Park for one or two seasons!

Enthusiastic support

Invest for the next 50 years

However despite anxieties about
the state of the economy generally, the trustees have been greatly
encouraged by the reception given to their plans. Usefully, Arts
Council England (ACE) is also
about to launch a new capital
programme which meshes exactly with Chichester Festival Theatre’s ambitions. The ACE programme will concentrate on
funding refurbishment and projects to make buildings fit for
purpose. The theatre has also
been encouraged by the boost
given to their annual subsidy by
ACE when most producing theatres have had an 11% reduction
in their grant. Jonathan Church
also reminded his audience that
this was a project about investing
in infrastructure, and that the
Prime Minister himself has been
most eloquent lately on this very
subject.

Jonathan Church hopes that if the
trustees can secure a substantial
contribution to the development
costs from ACE it will not be an
insuperable task to raise the rest
of the money from other sources.
There is a Plan B, he explained to
one questioner. For approximately £7 million they can make the
building ‘legislation compliant’
by doing such things as replacing
the boilers and improving access
but it would, he advised, be ‘an
expensive sticking plaster’ and
would not deliver a building capable of sustaining the current
operation for another fifty years.
To do that, he urged his audience
to invest properly now in a highperformance business which in
its turn brings significant investment locally, regionally and nationally.

Still with the arts …
Many of you will by now have
seen the new automated system
in Chichester library, and will
have made up your own minds.
Your editor got a sneak preview
at the end of October and found
it fairly easy to adapt to. Wave
your library card in the slot,
press the ’Borrow’ button, and
then wave the books in the larger cavity. No PIN to remember,
and a friendly member of staff
on hand if help is needed.

Support your city’s theatre this
Christmas (as well as its plans for
the future!)
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But with online shopping and
automated checkouts everywhere more common, how long
will it be before a trip to town is
done entirely in silence, contributing to the feeling of isolation
in society? Then someone will
attract custom by re-inventing
the art of personal service!
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Rubbish? It’s Big Business with a 25-year Contract!
David Wilson explores some of the consequences of WSCC waste strategy
“On 28th June, 2010, Biffa and
West Sussex County Council
signed a contract for the treatment of West Sussex’s nonrecycled rubbish” [Press release]
So what lies behind this statement, at first sight not terribly exciting? Most of us put the bins out
and let the council worry about
what happens after that, especially as the site to be developed under the contract is at Brookhurst
Wood, an old clay pit on the other
side of Horsham, and nowhere
near Chichester. Yet the operation
of this facility will determine the
treatment of our waste for the
next 25 years, and have a major
effect on our council tax during
that time.

No more landfill
The imperative for action comes
with the realisation that nationally
there will be no more landfill sites
free for general waste after about
2018. To underline this, the government, following EU directives,
has imposed a tax on untreated
material going to landfill, currently £56/tonne rising to £80/tonne

in 2014. This compares with a
rate of £2.50/tonne for treated and
inert waste. West Sussex households currently produce around
400,000 tonnes of waste a year,
and if this were simply dumped,
the tax cost alone would be about
£40 per person – say £100 per
household – every year, and this
would be added to council tax.

The process
MBT – Mechanical and Biological Treatment, which is the technology to be employed at
Brookhurst Wood– conceals a
quite complex process. The ‘black
bag’ non recyclable waste arriving at Brookhurst Wood is first
picked up by large mechanical
grabbers and then shredded before being sorted and separated by
a series of conveyor belts and
technologies including a mechanical rotating drum called a
‘trommel’. The MBT enables non
recyclable waste that is not suitable for your recycling bin to be
recovered. It will reduce the
amount of landfill required in the
County. The contaminated paper
and plastics that cannot be recy-

The Brookhurst Wood Waste Disposal Facility under development. View
looking north, alongside the Horsham-Dorking railway line to the left.
Registered Charity No. 268055
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Above: Landfill sites are now used
up; this chalkpit at Adsdean was a
working quarry in 2002 and filled
in by 2006.
Facing Page: MBT machinery - a
trommel sorting the different types
of waste, and an anaerobic digester under construction.
cled will be turned into what is
known as a Refuse Derived Fuel
(RDF) – this can be used as a fossil fuel alternative for industry.
The biodegradable material that
has been separated out consists of
mainly food waste and is then fed
to the Anaerobic Digester, a sort
of fermentation tank, and a small
amount of residue does have to go
to landfill. The Anaerobic Digester produces methane gas, again a
useful fuel, and ‘digestate’, a first
cousin to compost. At Brookhurst
Wood this will be used as a daily
cover for the existing landfill
which currently has to bring in
soil daily and it can also be used
for restoration on site, it is also
possible to turn the digestate into
a biomass fuel.
Of the refuse arriving, approximately 40% will become RDF,
18% digestate, 3% recyclable
metals and 5% gas collected for
energy which is used to power the
MBT facility, help run the neighbouring brickworks and the remainder will be sent to the national grid.

www.chichestersociety.org.uk
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financial return to the council.
Weekly collection of both sorts of
waste would in round terms cost
the District Council about £1 million a year, equivalent to £10 per
head or, say, £30 per household
on council tax. However, since
the anaerobic digester needs some
food waste to work efficiently,
and MBT can pick out anything
which can’t be digested, there are
currently no plans for yet a third
collection, that is of food waste,
unlike some other areas.

The Downside

Why recycle at home then?
The question then is, with all this
marvellous plant, why bother to
do kerbside re-cycling? The answer, as usual, lies with the money. In West Sussex, we are now
recycling about 43% of domestic
waste. Material recycled by the
householder is in a cleaner condition and commands a higher
price, not to mention the cost and
effect on the environment of carting everything up to Horsham.
Price, too, is behind the very restricted categories of plastic that
are accepted by Chichester District Council. Mixed plastic
waste, even if much of it is labelled with the recycling icon, is
virtually unsaleable, but ‘bottlesonly’ waste has a guaranteed
composition. The contents of your
recycling bin are mechanically
sorted at Ford, and the sorting
process can be made much simpler if clearly defined types of
waste are delivered there.
Cost again comes into the question of weekly collections. Fortnightly collection encourages recycling (some would say, less attractively, enforces) which gives a
ISSUE NUMBER 171 ~ DECEMBER 2011

So far, this article has presented
the upside of the coming system.
What’s not to like? A problem
which may or may not arise is the
length of the contract, which is
for 25 years of waste treatment.
At this stage we have to cross our
fingers and hope that WSCC got
everything right on our behalf.
Forecasting changes that far
ahead is tricky, and altering contracts is expensive.
Secondly, linking waste disposal
to counties rather than to centres
of population has provided a facility to which waste will be carried by many road journeys.
200,000 tonnes per year corresponds to about 80 lorry loads a

day. The site itself is well chosen
in this respect, being close to the
main A24/A264 but that’s still a
lot of diesel fuel being burnt to
move everything up to Horsham.
Maybe in the future the nearby
railway could be used.
WSCC is still looking for a buyer
for the main output, RDF, which
has a very variable market, worth
a lot one year, not much the next.
Instead of having a power station
on site, either for district heating
or feeding to the National Grid
with a more certain demand, there
will be yet more lorry journeys
taking this away.

Wildlife habitats
Finally, it would be a pity to see
all the old quarries used as disposal sites disappear. They offer
wildlife habitats rare elsewhere –
plants on chalk rock faces, sand
martins nesting in old sandpits.
That brings us back to the mantra
‘Re-use, reduce, re-cycle’, and to
note that ‘reduce’ comes before
‘re-cycle’, however marvellous a
technology we have.
Want to see recycling in action?
For details of a proposed visit,
see the back page.

At least we don’t have four colours of bin! (Rostock, Germany, 2011)
Member of the Historic Towns Forum
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Consultation, Consultation, Consultation …
Your Committee has been busy responding to local and national initiatives
This Autumn has proved to be a
bit like the proverbial buses - you
don’t get consulted for ages, and
then three requests come along at
once!

Local Development Framework (LDF)
The LDF is essentially the local
plan and is the responsibility of
CDC. It determines where and
when development, and in particular housing, shall take place in
the District.
There are a number of pressures
here. On the one hand, we would
all agree that the amount of room
to build houses in Chichester is
running out. There are all sorts of
infrastructure problems which

1. RESPONSE TO LDF CONSULTATION
We support one of the smaller annual housing targets of new
homes, namely 330/year.
 We support new housing development at Shopwyke Lakes,
Tangmere and Southbourne because of the use of brownfield sites and
availability of infrastructure
 We support small amounts of infilling in local villages – but
mainly for local people
 We don’t support new housing development in the Lower Lavant
Valley because of its effect on the South Downs landscape, and because of the proximity to Goodwood Aerodrome and Motor Circuit.
 We support good amenities because they are vital if new housing
is to be sustainable. That means not skimping on community halls,
local bus services, play facilities and local employment opportunities.
These amenities must be a condition of planning permission
 We support community planning consultations with local residents to produce draft plans. Such exercises should always be a feature of new housing developments, as shown to great effect at Graylingwell, Rousillon Barracks and more recently at Shopwyke Lakes.
 We support plans for a high proportion of affordable housing


Should Chichester have stayed at this size?
George Loader’s map of 1812

need sorting out, from new
schools to open spaces to GP surgeries to upgrading the A27 to
lack of capacity at sewage works.
In addition, since much of the
CDC area is within the National
Park, any new development has to
be squeezed into what’s left. And
don’t even mention finance!
On the other side, there is a need
for housing, especially for firsttime buyers or renters, with some
2500 priority cases on the council
housing list. A less-than-subtle
pressure comes from the Government, with its intended policy to
favour development unless there
are sound reasons against it.
Loosely stated, if there is no LDF
or if a developer can argue that
the LDF is not soundly based,
then CDC must allow any proposed development.
So between Scilla and Charybdis,
your committee’s response to
CDC is summarised in box 1
above:

Registered Charity No. 268055
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National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF)
At the same time, the Government
launched a review of the NPPF.
This is intended to be a grand
simplification of what has become
a most complex system. However,
in its determination to promote
economic growth through
‘sustainable’ development (whatever is meant by ‘sustainable’), it
runs a great risk of throwing the
baby out with the bathwater.
The emphasis on community responsibility to prepare neighbourhood plans is very attractive,
though ‘neighbourhood’ is not
well defined (the District? The
City? Residents’ Associations?
The Chichester Society?). No-one
would however argue against
proposed measures to prevent
noise, light or traffic pollution.
On the other hand, removing
brownfield sites from priority
sites for development could swallow up much valued countryside.
An extension of the requirement
to provide five years’ land supply
to six seems unnecessary. But the
real concern is the presumption
that development will be driven
by economic growth which will
be allocated much higher status
than maintenance of amenities or
conservation of heritage.

Left: Des. Res. with delightful view? The Solent warehouse at Barnfield
Right: Give dog walkers a chance! One of the open spaces there
3. RESPONSE TO KINGSMEAD AVENUE CONSULTATION
We think that housing areas and retail parks must be well separated
We think that retail premises should be traditionally designed, as
metal sheds impinge badly both on nearly residents and on longdistance views from the Trundle.
 We think that some of the area should be left as open space for recreation; such space is rare in this area but is an important facility.



Although the Chichester Society
is a relatively small player compared to, say, the National Trust
who have had a lot to say on this,
we sent a formal response, summarised in box 2 below.

Retail, housing or open
space?
Along with these two consultations of regional and national importance, a significant local one
cropped up. CDC wanted to have
opinions on how best to use the
remaining areas of open space
along Kingsmead Avenue, between Homebase and Gray-

2. RESPONSE TO NPPF CONSULTATION









We support proposals for making local plans with proper consultation, but would expect local councils to be given sufficient
time to complete an LDF before being subject to challenge
We think that the term ‘sustainable development’ is not well
defined, that any such concept must be related to local plans and
that social and environmental factors must be given weight.
We think that the draft NPPF lays too much blame for lack of
housing starts on the planning system, whereas the problem involves the inability of buyers to obtain finance.
We support provision to protect of historic monuments, but
would like this extended to significant historic buildings as well.
We support the sections of the draft NPPF which relate to
Green Belt areas, flood risk and the natural environment
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lingwell. There is already an application to dispense with an
‘Environmental Impact Assessment’in order to put up a new retail warehouse north of the road.
The question is how the remaining areas should be allocated.
Retail warehouses and domestic
housing don’t mix well, especially if the retail part are windowless
aluminium sheds. The warehouse
illustrated above should never
have got permission, both because
it is so close to housing and, despite tree planting, is large enough
to intrude into the landscape seen
from the National Park.
Our reply to this consultation is
summarised in box 3, above.

And finally …
Just as we go to press, WSCC is
inviting comments on its waste
disposal strategy. In particular, we
will need to consider what use, if
any, might be made of the old
WWII oil depot on the corner of
the Bognor Road and the A27.

The Executive Committee

Member of the Historic Towns Forum
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The AGM of The Chichester Society 2011
A summary for those who weren’t able to come on the evening. Our website at
www.chichestersociety.org.uk has the full Chairman’s and Secretary’s reports
CHAIRMAN’S REPORT

Chapel Street
Clinic.

Thanks to those leaving
David Wilson, as Acting Chairman, began by thanking Executive
Committee (EC) members who
were standing down at this AGM.
In particular, he congratulated
Tony Dignum who had stood down
from the EC in May following
election to both City and District
Councils. Tony had served the Society for eight years as Chairman,
Treasurer and Newsletter Editor.

The ground
floor has been
retained for
community
clinics.

Other EC members who are depart- tives. A summary was presented at
ing are Martyn Bell, also elected to the AGM but greater detail can be
both councils, Madeleine Keene
read on pages 14 and 15.
and Jean Symons.

Future Problems

Recent Campaigns
The South Downs National Park
was established in April, The work
of the South Downs Society and
South Downs Campaign on which
we have been represented by John
Templeton, has finally borne fruit.
The City Walls project is reaching
its final stages, with David Wilson
being the Society’s representative.
Repairs have finished and information plaques are about to be installed.
Only partial success had been
achieved in respect of retaining
Sunday and evening bus services.
However, a campaign to retain
community services at the Chapel
Street Clinic had been effective.

Consultations

David Wilson said that there were
two sorts of problems facing the
Society. On the external side, the
difficulty would be to persuade
councils and other official bodies
to spend on projects which we
would consider desirable. This has
never been easy, but when councils
are squeezed as never before it becomes extremely difficult.
He also referred to the need to get
more support for the EC. With
only a few people standing for
election, there was a danger that if
as few as one or two had to give
up, the Society might no longer be
able to continue.

SECRETARY’S REPORT

to the days when the Society had
had 1,750 members, although currently it was just under half that.
More members mean more influence!

Planning Applications
The Society monitors all planning
applications within Chichester and
also those of importance close by.
The EC is lead in this by John
Pavitt, who had summarised 271
applications for the EC over the
year. A total of 39 objections were
made, and in 10 other cases, a
comment short of an objection was
sent to the District Council as planning authority.
Early in the year, the EC opposed
the division of family houses into
bedsits (or ‘houses in multiple occupation’) where this would alter
the character of an area. However,
the Government withdrew the
power to control such conversions.

Membership

The majority of other objections
have been over shopfronts which
The EC had been much occupied
Anthony Quail began with a plea
do not conform to the Coucil’s
recently with consultations on both
to all present to go out and recruit a own guidelines. It remains a puzzle
local and national planning initianew member each! He looked back
Registered Charity No. 268055
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A poorly designed shopfront (now,
thankfully, departed)
An over-large
fascia in plastic
and the window
cluttered up
with random
bits of paper.

as to why, councillors having approved guidelines, the planning
department frequently ignores or
overrules them.
The EC also objected to opening
up a new entry to Boxgrove
Quarry for disposal of inert waste.

Other Activities
An essay competition for the
younger generation on the topic of
‘Why I love Chichester’ was organised with the help of the
Chichester Observer. The Society
got some welcome publicity and
the event culminated in a very
happy awards ceremony. Regrettably, it will not be possible to repeat this until additional members
are recruited to the EC.
The EC maintains a lookout for
eyesores (‘Chisores’) and tries to
ensure remedial action through
publicity in the Newsletter.
More networking with other
amenity groups in Chichester was
under way. Read the Newsletter
for details! The EC is also hoping
to run a series of events for members so that communication is not
solely by means of the Newsletter.
The EC agreed to support the
Christmas lights campaign with a
donation of £100.
ISSUE NUMBER 171 ~ DECEMBER 2011

ELECTIONS TO THE
COMMITTEE

been a member of the Society for
the full six months required in the
Society’s Constitution.
Consequently, an amendment to
the constitution to “waive the restriction [of 6 months] in favour of
a named individual for one year is
passed by not less than two-thirds
of the members present and voting
at a general meeting” was proposed and passed. This was followed by a second motion, “The
waiver permitted by the foregoing
amendment to the Constitution
shall be exercised for the year
2011-12 in favour of Richard
Childs”, which was also passed.

Members will be aware of the importance to the Society of having a
strong and able Chairman, so that
we can continue to promote the
Society’s views and exert influence on events and developments
in and around Chichester.
The Committee recommended
Richard Childs to fill the position.
Richard, as you may know, recently took early retirement from his
post as West Sussex County Archivist, a post he held since 1993.
He was responsible for building
up the Archives Service. Not the
least of his achievements was to
attract substantial extra funding
which enabled the Archives to
make significant acquisitions.
With 18 years’ service in Chichester, Richard knows the city and its
leading figures well. He has a major interest in the history of municipal government, which fits the
work of the Chichester Society.
However, Richard had felt unable
to join the Society while still holding a prominent post for the County Council, in case the Society’s
campaigning policies conflicted
with County policy. Although now
a member, he had therefore not

Richard Childs - Chairman,
Chichester Society, 2011-12
After the constitutional formalities, the elections proceeded, and
the EC now consists of:
Chairman
Vice-Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer

Richard Childs
John Templeton
Anthony Quail
David Wilson

Ordinary members: Cédric Mitchell, John Pavitt, Trevor Redman,
Bill Sharp.
After the interval, members were
addressed by Jonathan Church,
Artistic Director of the CFT. A
full report appears on page 10.
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The Accounts
The accounts set out below were
independently examined and
passed by Mr. Tony Rose, FCCA,
of Watling and Hirst, Accountants. They were approved by the
members present at the AGM.
The Society remains in a healthy
financial position with a small increase in net assets over the year.
Some of the larger changes in the
Income/Expenditure account are:



Newsletter Advertising Income
- two advertorials in the June
Newsletter.



Subscriptions - life memberships are now being credited
immediately instead of being
discounted over time.



dinner for Tony Dignum is included under this heading, as is
£100 donation to the Christmas
lights campaign.


Functions & Events - both income and outgoings were increased by the Essay competition in Spring 2011. A farewell

Office supplies - with a substantial change in membership
of the committee, new software
and files etc. had to be purchased.

David Wilson, Treasurer

The fuller version including the year-on-year comparison can be seen on the Society’s website under ‘Events - AGM’

TO APPLY FOR THE FORD VISIT (See p.20)

would like to take up a car share.
Maximum number of tickets is 2 for joint
members and 1 for single members as we expect to be oversubscribed.
 All applications received by 19 Dec will be put
in a ballot and all applicants will be notified
before Jan 6th. Successful applicants will be
given directions to make their own way there.


Check you are free on the date arranged
Send a written request marked ‘Ford visit’ to
11 North Walls, Chichester PO19 1DA.
 Include your name, address and phone no,
number of tickets requested, and an SAE.
 It would help if you tell us if you can offer or
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Southern Gateway Residents Association - continued from page 9
A further development, this one by Crayfern
Homes, started in the summer of 2011 to build six
detached dwellings at the end of King’s Avenue,
next to the canal, on the site of two large bungalows. Crayfern Homes will be providing a number
of new trees in Kings Avenue which will help to
restore the road’s status as an avenue.

The bus shelter which arose from an SGRA initiative
committee, but it was permitted on appeal. Construction on this site started in March 2011 and is
still in progress. Meanwhile the elegant Edwardian
building – now seemingly unwanted - is being allowed to fall into disrepair by West Sussex County
Council. Fortunately good relationships are being
maintained with both Linden Homes and W Stirland
Ltd, who are building the student flats, and they attend the Association’s meetings to give progress
reports and iron out local difficulties.

The SGRA has done much to strengthen the sense
of community and has also delivered some projects.
including, most recently, a bus shelter in Stockbridge Road to serve the needs of those travelling
into the city. The campaign was long and funding
came principally from the City Council. The shelter
was opened by the Mayor, Cllr Michael Woolley on
16 December 2010 and is much appreciated by the
community. The Association will also be funding
some trees in order to complete the Kings Avenue
planting scheme.

Not finished yet!
Meanwhile the non-stop redevelopment is by no
means over for next to come into the developers’
sights will be the Post Office site between Stockbridge and Basin Roads!

Alan Green, Chairman, SGRA

Westgate Fields - continued from page 5
modification to the Council’s Development Plan by
deleting the Ring Road through the Fields!
The Westgate Fields controversy rumbled on for the
best part of another ten years. In 1960 the County
Council submitted a compulsory purchase order for
the proposed college site. A further Public Inquiry
the same year reinstated the Ring Road. Following
High Court action, the Council eventually secured
17.2 acres for the college site. Building of the college started in 1962. A fourth Public Inquiry in
1964 confirmed the County Council’s purchase of
the land for the Ring Road. The College was officially opened in 1964 and the Ring Road was completed in 1966. Meanwhile the secondary school,
(Bishop Luffa) had opened in 1963 at its site off
Sherborne Road. To this day, the fate of Westgate
Fields remains one of the most controversial planning issues in Chichester’s history.
ISSUE NUMBER 171 ~ DECEMBER 2011

In Retrospect
It is interesting how when you move to live in a new
place you take for granted your new surroundings
and only as time passes do you query how different
the place might have been, or indeed fight to preserve the status quo you live in. For me arriving in
Chichester in 1993, Avenue de Chartres was a well
established road, the College had been built nearly
30 years previously so it was a view which I took for
granted and not an unpleasant view. (Whisper it quietly, but as multi-storey car parks go, I also think that
building is quite acceptable). However, I do suspect
that for many who have longer memories, the changes brought to Westgate Fields must represent a permanent scar on the landscape and a loss forever of
something of Chichester’s heritage.
Richard Childs, Chairman, Chichester Society
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What happens to all the stuff we carefully re-cycle?
We are planning a visit so that you can see for yourself
Re-cycled material from Chichester ends up in the Viridor plant at
Ford (right), for sorting and packing. We thought you might like to
see this process for yourself, and
intend to arrange a visit for the
Society, in February or March.
Unfortunately, Viridor’s booking
diary for 2012 does not open until
Dec 1st, after this newsletter goes
to press. The party is also limited
to only 15. We will ring up at that
time to book a date for the visit

After Dec 1st you can ring
776757 (Anthony Quail) or
536725 (David Wilson), or look
at the Events page on the website
www.chichestersociety.org to
find out the date arranged.
Having checked you are free
on the arranged date, if you
want to visit Viridor’s recycling plant at Ford, follow
the procedure given at the bottom of page 18.

More Events?
We hope that we will be able to
arrange more successful events
to follow the concert in November and the proposed visit to
Ford. But we’d like to hear what
you want to do.
Visits? Talks? What topics interest you? Please give us a ring to
tell us what is important. Phone
numbers, top of middle column.

Books,
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